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Introduction: The politics and practice of open embrace
These are exciting times for cultural geography, especially in the often-under-sung realm of methods: spurred by rapidly developing theoretical engagements and pursuit of creative opportunities, our research methods are now as varied as imaginations allow. Through challenges and innovations in methods, cultural geography has flourished-cultural geographers have embraced not only a proliferation of tools and techniques, but profoundly also an active encouragement of diversity in the very ways we carry out our research, and an articulacy in how we talk and write about our research methods.
Cultural geography, from the early twentieth century forward, built a rich field-based tradition, but also a 'just do it' approach to research, where methods were seldom described, discussed, or interrogated. Some twenty five years ago it was still possible for novitiates to be introduced to landscape analysis with a slide of the famous proponent of cultural geography, Carl O. Sauer, pipe in mouth and knapsack beside him, and the quote 'The mode of locomotion should be slow, the slower the better, and be often interrupted by leisurely halts to sit on vantage points and stop at question marks.'
1 At mid century, while human geography as a whole was captivated by the quantitative revolution and the new methods it unleashed, cultural geography, lacking a well-developed tradition of discussing and engaging methods, stood on the sidelines of the discipline. But it was through reactions to the quantitative revolution that cultural geography developed richer approaches to methods. In 2 | P a g e so many ways these arose most significantly from feminist geography. Feminist geographers found women's voices and experiences missing in aggregated statistics, but also in fieldbased research where women were too-often overlooked; they responded with articulate critique that focused not just on women, but often more broadly on methods Building from these legacies, contemporary cultural geography has embraced a rapidly evolving theoretical vocabulary, and objects of enquiry have become more fluid-focused more often on practiced, ongoing life than cultural artefacts-seeking less to tidily encapsulate things than to show how things always exceed their concepts, and how the world is inevitably messier than our theories of it. 5 The ways cultural geographers seek to apprehend the world have shifted, from seeking concrete understandings, to embracing performative, processual and assemblage approaches. Meanwhile, concerns with the political became central-with emphasis on the fragility of meanings and structures, their continual contestationand negotiation, even when hegemonic meaning remains. In the twenty-first century, cultural geography stands as testament to radical methodological opennessembracing divergent realities, shifts in social and cultural theories, and supporting research practices that facilitate political re-alignments as our research endeavors continue to open to a politics of difference. Significantly, this comes at a time of methodological articulacy-a time when more departments offer training in research methods, and when cultural geographers are more often talking and writing about their research methods. Cultural geography has been willing to engage with issues often seen as peripheral or indeed problems to be minimized, bypassed or glossed over in other sub-fields. An example is the now well-established field of 'emotional geographies', where emotions exist not only as individual states but in motion, and trans-individual flows of affect. We have moved from a world of rational facts which engenders emotional responses, and instead, we come to know emotions as agents entangled in cultural processes. Rather than shying away from emotions,
we now think about how people and researchers both know the world through prisms of emotion.
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So too, cultural geography has challenged the very notion, and language, of stability.
Drawing from old and new, from ventures into non-(or more-than 11 ) representational performances, to 'creative (re)turns' 12 to literary, artistic and imaginative approaches. We have also then been able to challenge the stability of materialities, rejecting the neatly subordinated materials and laws of a mechanistic worldview. 13 The creativity of materials includes thinking about how objects and things come together and all apart -from domestic artefacts to steel plants-and thus form or fall out of assemblages 
